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Today’s Challenges

Lack of Visibility &
Real-Time Notifications

IT organizations are typically notified
of an occurring problem when users
report issues—a flawed solution
relying on user complaints.

Potential Loss of
Productivity

IT organizations currently rely on their
workstation for any troubleshooting,
which poses a problem when they are
not present in the office

Ineffective
Collaboration &
Lack of Ecosystem
Integration

Network issues often result in
the formation of temporary
chat groups, which are both
inconvenient to keep track of
and may operate on chat
platforms that are not
enterprise-grade.
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Business Outcome

*The efficiency detail calculation, please refer to MS-
Insight_measurement and MS-Insight_TimeEffeciency files in
the supporting document.



First- Aid Button

Immediate and real time action from 
mobile device to prevent incident 
propagation and mass disaster

Application Experience Analytic 

Reducing mean time to repair by analyzing 
network path and its variables using 

machine learning capability

Suggestion Dashboard

Ability to learn and teach the system itself 
based on experiences using incident 

Suggestion Dashboard and Mastersystem’s
Library

Health & Security Score

Increasing operational awareness to 
provide proactive intellection and to 
prevent compromise environment

Business Outcome



MS-Insight Feature

Feature
MSI-IN-ESS-WR-1Y
MSI-IN-ESS-AP-1Y

(Essentials)

MSI-IN-EXT-WR-1Y
MSI-IN-EXT-AP-1Y

(Extend)

MSI-IN-ADV-WR-1Y
MSI-IN-ADV-AP-1Y

(Advantage)

Health-score (DNAC, ACI, Tetration, vManage) √ √ √

Real-time event (DNAC, ACI, vManage) √ √ √

Event remediation (DNAC) √ √ √

SD-WAN link quality report (vManage) √ √

Run show commands (DNAC) √ √

Collaboration triggering for real-time event (DNAC, ACI, vManage) √ √

Run pre-defined config commands (DNAC) √

App analytic with tracepath (DNAC) √

Real-time topology which reflect real-time condition (DNAC) √

Assign workload to an EPG (ACI) √

Edit ANP contract (ACI) √

SD-WAN edit feature template (vManage) √

License
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